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Abstract—Occlusion is one of the most difficult challenges in
object tracking to model. This is because unlike other challenges,
where data augmentation can be of help, occlusion is hard to
simulate as the occluding object can be anything in any shape.
In this paper, we propose a simple solution to simulate the
effects of occlusion in the latent space. Specifically, we present
structured dropout to mimick the change in latent codes under
occlusion. We present three forms of dropout (channel dropout,
segment dropout and slice dropout) with the various forms of
occlusion in mind. To demonstrate its effectiveness, the dropouts
are incorporated into two modern Siamese trackers (SiamFC
and SiamRPN++). The outputs from multiple dropouts are
combined using an encoder network to obtain the final prediction.
Experiments on several tracking benchmarks show the benefits
of structured dropouts, while due to their simplicity requiring
only small changes to the existing tracker models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent trackers, just to name a few, SINT [1], SiamFC
[2], SiamRPN [3], SiamRPN++ [4] and DiMP [5] profit
from learning to discriminate under varying conditions of
illumination, change in shape or size or clutter. The starting
point of this paper is that learning more does not help to
discriminate in occlusion, see Figure 1, occlusion has to be
learned in a better way.
Most recent trackers are based on the concept of Siamese
matching, starting from [1], [2], and evolving into [4] as a good
example of the state of the art. However good the tracker is,
commonly fails to handle occlusion. This is attributed to the
fact that confidence scores of current Siamese trackers match
the complete image of the target to the query. When doing so,
the occluded parts of the target will degrade the confidence
score of the prediction.
A straightforward and common approach to tackle appear-
ance variations is to augment the training set of the target-
to-query similarity function with variations. For illumination
variations, one uses darker and lighter variations of the same
image, and the same holds for shifted [1], rotated [7] and
scaled [8] versions of the target. The effect is that the similarity
function is less variant to accidental effects. However, it is
fundamentally hard to simulate realistic occlusions as the
nature of the occlusion is different each time. The occlusion
group is infinitely big in its appearance as the occluded object
can be anything. Therefore, an approach based on a large
1The implementation of SiamRPN++ has been obtained from
https://github.com/STVIR/pysot.
Fig. 1: Example image frames from OTB100 dataset [6]
showing the ground-truth bounding boxes (blue), and the
predictions obtained using SiamRPN++1[4] (green) and our
SiamRPN++ with structured dropouts (red).
dataset with explicit annotations of occlusions is likely to fail
as no one dataset could cover all appearance variations caused
by occlusions. The only common denominator is the ever-
decreasing visible target area, and that observation is what we
take as our starting point.
In this paper, we tackle occlusion through exploiting the
inherent structure of Siamese networks. We propose structured
dropouts, inspired by [9] who use ensembles of dropout mod-
els for Bayesian predictions. Rather than applying dropouts
using independent Bernoulli distributions per feature map
locations, we sample them from spatially or channel-wise
structured probabilities. The outputs from multiple passes of
structured dropout are combined using an encoder architecture
to obtain the final prediction. Experiments on Siamese track-
ers equipped with structured dropouts demonstrate improved
performance on several tracking benchmarks.
The contributions are as follows.
• We present three forms of structured dropout, to reduce
the effect of occlusion in Siamese trackers which, dif-
ferent from other sources of variation, cannot be learned
directly.
• We present an end-to-end architecture, requiring a single
pass for faster inference.
• Experiments show performance increase in a state-of-
the-art Siamese tracker on various data sets (OTB2013,
OTB2015, VOT2018, UAV123, LaSOT and GOT-10k).
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Fig. 2: Schematic representation of SiamFC architecture (mod-
ified after [2]).
II. BACKGROUND
A. Siamese Tracking
We use SiamFC [2] as a typical example of Siamese
trackers. Siamese trackers use twin subnetworks that share
weights, see Figure 2. The two subnetworks separately process
the target z and candidate x images, see Figure 2.
During tracking, the localization of z in x is found through
matching in the latent space. The latent encodings Φ(z) and
Φ(x) are obtained by the encoding subnetwork Φ(·). Next,
the two encodings are cross-correlated and combined into
a single feature map, with the peak energy in the obtained
feature map corresponding to the location of the target in
x. Different Siamese trackers employ different mechanisms
to localize the final bounding box output from these feature
maps. SiamFC generates a feature map through matching
with the target at several different scales, and the feature
map pixel with highest value among those is translated back
to the bounding box prediction. Other trackers (SiamRPN,
DaSiamRPN, SiamRPN++) use a region proposal network to
regress the desired bounding box.
The latent encodings Φ(z) and Φ(x) comprise a set of N
channels each. Each channel can be interpreted as a spatial
map showing the distribution of a certain feature characteristic
in the image. Let z˜ denote the location of the variant of z in
x that needs to be identified. For a case where z˜ ≈ z, we have
Φ(z˜) ≈ Φ(z), and the cross-correlation map will show a high
correlation score at the location corresponding to z˜. Similarly,
for a case where z˜ is partially occluded, extent of correlation
will reduce, since the occluded part will adversely affect the
sum. To circumvent this issue, a possible solution would be to
not consider the contribution from occluded parts of the image
to the correlation score, and scale the score based on the rest.
Contrary to how the matching is performed in the conventional
Siamese networks, this approach would allow considering the
occluded parts also as those of the target, without letting them
impact the correlation score.
B. Monte Carlo dropouts
Uncertainty in Bayesian neural networks can be decom-
posed into uncertainty associated with the model, miss-
specifications in the model and inherent noise. Monte Carlo
dropout is meant to tackle the first two of these three. The
key idea is to use dropouts during inference in addition to
the common use of dropout during learning. In [9], it has
been demonstrated that using dropouts during inference is
equivalent to performing Bayesian approximation by which
process model uncertainty can be estimated. At test time,
inference is performed multiple times with different dropouts,
and mean output and prediction interval are then identified.
For mathematical details related to this approach, see [9].
In [11], uncertainty estimates obtained using MC-dropout
have been shown to be weakly correlated with occlusion.
Further, in [12], it has been demonstrated that an ensemble
estimate over multiple predictions is closer to the ground-truth.
However, due to the stochastic nature of the approach, large
number of samples are needed to be able to make a good
inference reducing the inference speed drastically, unfeasible
for tracking.
III. STRUCTURED DROPOUTS FOR MODELING OCCLUSION
A. Description
Structured dropout refers to dropout applied in the latent
space of the target subnetwork of siamese trackers to mimic
target occlusion. Here and henceforth, this term will be
interchangeably used to refer to the dropout mechanism as
well as the siamese tracker that is modified with it. Example
demonstrations of improvements obtained through aggregation
of multiple structured dropouts are shown in Figure 3. It
can be seen that for several instances for the two sequences,
using structured dropouts provides a better localization of the
bounding boxes, except for rare instances where it degrades
slightly. Most importantly, we observe that the gain is mostly
from frames where occlusion is prominent. While using the
structured dropouts does not completely handle the challenge
of occlusion, the obtained improvements demonstrate a certain
degree of correlation between the two.
We propose different variants of structured dropouts based
on the types of occlusion. We identify two types of occlusion
in object tracking: feature occlusion and patch occlusion.
Feature occlusion refers to occluded parts in the image arising
from changes in the target, which lead to the disappearance
of some of the characteristic features of the target while
most others still exist. Feature occlusion includes for example,
images of a person with sunglasses or a raincoat obscuring part
of the original target features. A modern tracker might be able
to handle some instances of such occlusions on the basis of
discrimination with missing or false information but only to a
certain degree.
Patch occlusion refers to compact parts of the target being
blocked by another object. Generally, patch occlusions occur
when another object enter the target’s view from one of the
sides and partly blocks the view of the target, see Figure 1.
To tackle the two types of occlusion problems described
above, we propose three structured dropout methods: channel,
segment and slice dropout (see Figure 4) applied on the
latent feature map of the target Φ(z) obtained from the target
subnetwork, as shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 3: IoU scores obtained using SiamRPN++ with ( ) and without ( ) (slice) structured dropouts, the change in
IoU between the two methods ( ), and fraction of target occluded in every frame ( ) of two video sequences from
OTB100 [10] dataset.
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Fig. 4: Schematic representation of three structured dropout
strategies for handling occlusion: (a) channel dropout, (b)
segment dropout, and (c) slice dropout.
Channel dropout. These are designed to specifically
handle feature occlusions. When applying channel dropouts,
a randomly selected set of channels from Φ(z) are set to
0. Setting parts of Φ(z) to 0 implies that while matching,
the corresponding features of the template image will not
contribute. This process of dropping out a random set of
channels is repeated n times and the results are combined
to obtain the final prediction.
Segment dropout. To handle patch occlusions, we propose
to match the target and the candidate boxes by dropping parts
of the latent feature maps along the spatial dimension of the
template subnetwork. As shown in Figure 4, segment dropout
involves random dropping off part of the feature map across
all the channels in the target subnetwork, thereby ignoring the
information contained in it during the matching process.
Slice dropout. Since occlusion can stochastically occur in
any part of the target, segment dropouts are also stochastic.
However, this also means that to match optimally to the
occluded target, a large number of segment dropouts would
normally be required, thus increasing the computational foot-
print of the method. We note that a specific and frequently
occurring case of patch occlusion is that the target gets
occluded on one of the sides, be it the left, right, bottom
or top. For example, pedestrians mostly occlude each other
from either left or right. Therefore, instead of sampling all
random locations, we iterate over a predefined set of occlusion
patches sampled from the different sides of the target, thus
covering most cases of occlusion and achieving a good trade-
off with complexity. We refer this approach as slice dropout.
Example results where slice dropouts worked well are shown
in Figure 3.
B. Final Prediction from Dropout Sampling
For the structured dropout procedures presented above, the
outputs from multiple passes are combined to obtain the
final prediction. A simple and straightforward approach is to
combine multiple predictions using a non-max suppression
approach. This can be interpreted similar to the way results
for MC-Dropout are combined over a number of passes, as
demonstrated in [11]. An advantage of such a regime is that
pretrained tracker models can directly be used with only the
addition of the structured dropouts. However, such an approach
provided only limited improvement in tracker performance for
channel dropouts. Moreover, this approach is sensitive to the
choice of hyperparameters, and adversely affected the tracker
performance for segment and slice dropouts.
Rather than combining multiple dropout predictions explic-
itly, we directly combine the activation maps using a small
encoder network, and the modified model with structured
dropouts is trained in a end-to-end manner to produce the
final prediction. Schematic representation of this architecture
is shown in Figure 5. The n feature map samples obtained
from n dropouts are stacked and passed through a set of con-
volutional layers, and the obtained output is then passed into
the regression module (e.g., regional proposal network module
in SiamRPN and SiamRPN++) similar to the conventional
approach of Siamese tracking models.
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Fig. 5: Schematic representations of inference procedure for our structured dropouts. The model architecture is trained end-to-
end, thereby requiring only a single pass during inference.
IV. RELATED WORK
Since this paper aims at proposing a solution for tackling
occlusion in siamese trackers, we first discuss a few recent
trackers, with a special focus on siamese trackers. The field of
visual tracking has evolved rapidly in the recent years, due to
the development of several new benchmark datasets [10], [6],
[13], [14], [15], [16], and improved tracking models [17], [18],
[19], [5], [20]. Recently, with the adoption of deep learning in
visual object tracking, tracking models using correlation filter
combined with deep feature representations have obtained
state-of-art accuracies on most tracking benchmarks [19], [10],
[6], [14], [3], [4], [5]. Among these, most trackers rely on the
siamese matching backbone, and these trackers have received
significant attention due to their well-balanced accuracy and
efficiency. We design solution for tackling occlusion especially
tailored for siamese trackers, and further below, we discuss this
class of trackers.
Siamese Tracking. These trackers pose object tracking
as a problem of cross-correlation amd the models can be
trained end-to-end in a deep learning setting. The first siamese
trackers [1], [2] relied on a tracking by similarity comparison
strategy. These trackers simply search for the candidate most
similar to the original image patch of the target given in the
starting frame, using a run-time fixed but learned a priori deep
siamese similarity function. Due to their no-updating nature,
siamese trackers are robust against several sources of error that
can cause tracker drift.
Improved versions of siamese trackers include regional
proposal frameworks (e.g. SiamRPN [3], DaSiamRPN [21])
and deeper backbones such as ResNet50 (SiamDW [22],
SiamRPN++ [4], DCFST [23], among others) which provide
more accurate predictions and improve the tracking perfor-
mance. Due to the weight sharing in the twin subnetworks,
we argue that the effect of occlusion can be mimiced in the
latent space of siamese trackers through customized dropout
strategies.
Tackling Occlusion. Occlusion is considered among the
most difficult challenges in the field of computer vision, and
especially in object tracking. Occlusion detection has been
applied to improve the performance of various tasks in com-
puter vision, e.g., action recognition [24], 3D reconstruction
[25], among others. To our knowledge, only limited works
exist that focus on handling this problem in the context of
object tracking, and these do not exploit the capability of deep
learning models. For example, in [26], authors progressively
analyze occlusion situation during the course of tracking
through exploiting the spatiotemporal context information.
Most of the methods defined to tackle occlusion either in
tracking or other problems in computer vision iteratively refine
their estimate on occlusion through progressively improving
their motion accuracy.
In [27], deep learning is employed and occlusion is inferred
through an end-to-end trainable motion estimation network.
However, such a solution for occlusion detection would be
prone to model decay [28], caused due to the tracker drift. To
tackle this issue, a solution for occlusion detection is needed
which can treat every frame of a video in an independent
manner, thus not relying on motion information. In [29], extent
of occlusion is estimated using siamese networks, however,
the proposed approach is meant for occlusion encountered in
binocular vision, where only minor occlusions occur between
a pair of images with the rest almost unchanged. Similar to the
work of [29], we eliminate the need for motion information
and use siamese network to independently identify occlusion
scenario in every frame of a video. However, we achieve this
mimicing of occlusion through the use of structured dropouts
in the latent space of the model.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We demonstrate the efficacy of the structured dropouts
through a series of experiments on several tracking bench-
marks.
A. Baselines
Base Siamese Trackers. Among the various object tracking
algorithms based on Siamese matching, we focus on two
implementations: SiamFC [2] and SiamRPN++ [4]. Due to
its fully-convolutional nature, SiamFC is memory-efficient
as well as provides high inference speed. Due to these
characteristics, it forms the backbone for almost all recent
siamese trackers. The simplicity of SiamFC implementation
makes it a suited candidate to studied in the context of
structured dropouts proposed in this study. SiamRPN++ is
chosen with the intention of demonstrating that the recent,
best performing siamese trackers can also be improved using
structured dropouts. This tracker is among the state-of-the-art
tracking algorithms.
Explicit Dropout Sampling. As stated earlier, the results
from multiple passes of structured dropouts need to be com-
bined to obtain the final prediction. As a baseline method, we
follow a sampling approach similar to that described in [12].
The corresponding models are referred later in this paper with
the prefix ‘exp-’. Let the prediction by the tracking model for
the ith model pass be denoted by Dt,i = {yt,i, st,i}, where yt,i
and st,i denote the predicted bounding box and the respective
confidence score for the ith forward pass at time step t. From
n forward passes, the set of predictions can then be denoted
as Dt = {Dt,1,Dt,2, . . . ,Dt,n}.
For channel dropouts, the observation set Dt is parti-
tioned into a multiple subsets based on mutual Intersection-
Over-Union (IoU) scores, such that for any two ob-
servations {Dt,j ,Dt,k} drawn from a certain subset,
IoU(yt,i,yt,k) > αc. From the susbset containing maximum
observations, the one with highest confidence score is chosen
as the final prediction. For segment or slice dropout, let the
area fraction of the dropout segment for the ith pass at step t
be denoted by At,i. The confidence score for this box is then
scaled up as s∗t,i =
B
1−At,i · st,i. This is done to balance the
drop in confidence score resulting from dropping out the patch.
The constant B is added to control the impact of upscaling on
the confidence scores. After upscaling, the bounding box with
the highest value of s∗t is chosen as the final prediction for the
current tracking step. For experiments reported in this paper,
αc and B are set to 0.2 and 0.9, respectively.
B. Data
Training. The SiamFC model and its variant with structured
dropouts are trained on the training set of GOT-10k dataset
[14]. For training SiamRPN++ [4], the training set of COCO
[30], ImageNet DET [31], ImageNet VID and YouTube-
BoundingBoxes Dataset [32] were used, with all training
parameters set similar to that specified in [4].
Evaluation. The focus of this paper is to improve for
occlusion-effects in short-term tracking, and the performance
of structured dropouts is demonstrated on OTB2015 [6],
VOT2018 [16], UAV123 [13], GOT-10k test set [14] and
LaSOT [15].
C. Implementation details
Model Architecture. The architectural modifications as-
sociated with structured dropouts depend on the choice of
the base siamese tracker. For SiamFC and SiamRPN++, the
new architectures (with structural dropouts) will be referred as
SiamFC-SD and SiamRPN-SD. For both the implementations,
number of passes n is chosen as 21 for channel and segment
dropouts. For slice dropout, n is set to 13 and 9 for SiamFC-
SD and SiamRPN-SD, respectively. For all the cases, one of
the total passes corresponds to no dropout applied. Random
dropouts of 0.2 are chosen for channel and segment dropouts.
Further details specific to the two implementations follow
below.
SiamFC-SD. An encoder architecture is added immediately
after the cross-correlation module to combine the sets of acti-
vation maps from multiple passes of the dropouts. It comprises
two convolutional layers that combine the activation maps
obtained from multiple passes of dropouts and produce a new
map that can be used by the later part of the model architecture
for target localization. SiamFC uses a cross-correlation layer to
obtain a single channel response map for localizing the target.
Thus, the added convolutions need to combine the n activation
maps in this case. For SiamFC, applying structured dropouts
results in 21 and 13 channels in the activation map for channel
and segment dropouts and slice dropout, respectively. With
kernel and group sizes set to 1 for the convolutional layers,
these are projected to 4 channels and then to an activation
map with a single channel. Both the convolutional layers are
succeeded by a batch normalization and a that is used to
regress the location of the target, as in the original SiamFC
tracker [2].
SiamRPN-SD. For SiamRPN++ with channel or segment
dropout, the resultant activation maps obtained from per-
forming depthwise cross-correlations are passed through two
convolutional layers. For all the cases, the activations without
any dropout are also included. The dropouts are applied across
all the 3 feature maps in a similar manner. The depthwise
cross-correlation and layerwise aggregation module produces
3 sets of activation maps, each containing n × Nc channels,
where Nc(=256) denotes the number of channels contained
in the cross-correlated map before applying dropouts. The 21
variants of every channel are mapped on to 4 and then to 1.
With two convolutional layers, the aggregated activation map
comprising 5376 channels gets mapped to 1024 channels and
then to 256 channels. The convolutions are performed in a
similar manner reducing the number of channels from 2304
to 1024 and then to 256. The output after two convolutions
is then fed back to the next layer from the original region
proposal module of the tracker.
Optimization. All network implementations presented in
this paper have been trained with stochastic gradient descent
method. The training procedures for the baseline SiamFC
model as well as our method are kept to be the same as
those mentioned in [2], and the model is trained on a machine
equiped with a single NVIDIA GeoForce GTX Titan X. For
SiamRPN++ baseline, procedure similar to [4] is followed and
four GPUs with training minibatches of 16 are used.
D. Results
This section presents an analysis on the results performed on
the two baseline siamese trackers combined with the proposed
structured dropout strategies (SiamFC-SD and SiamRPN-SD).
We primarily compare the results of structured dropouts with
that of the base siamese trackers without dropouts (SiamFC
and SiamRPN), the ones with MC-dropout (denoted with
suffix ‘-MC’ and dropout strategies implemented with explicit
sampling (denoted with prefix ‘exp-’)).
SiamFC with Structured Dropouts. We study the per-
formance of SiamFC-SD on OTB2015, UAV123, GOT-10k
and VOT2018. Details on the results for the three structured
dropout strategies follow below.
Channel SiamFC-SD. From Table I, we see that chan-
nel dropouts bring improvement consistently across all the
3 datasets, except VOT2018. On UAV123 dataset, absolute
improvements of 2.6% and 2.2% are obtained on precision and
success scores, respectively. For GOT-10k dataset, we observe
that while the structured dropouts help, the explicit sampling
baseline performs slightly better than our proposed model
architecture. This implies that the process of combining the
activations obtained from multiple dropouts is not sufficiently
captured by our proposed encoding architecture, and further
improving its complexity could possibly help.
Segment SiamFC-SD. Table II presents results related to
SiamFC-SD with segment dropouts. Our approach improves
performance values for all the 4 datasets. Improvements on
VOT2018 are very small. Similar to channel droputs, ap-
proximate improvements of 2% are obtained in prediction as
well as success scores on UAV123. We observe noticeable
drop in performance values for exp-SiamFC-SD with segment
dropouts. The reason for this corresponds to the fixed choice of
B across all sequences. We have observed that performance
of segment dropouts on video sequences is sensitive to the
choice of B, and the value of 0.9 was obtained through iterative
optimization on a subset of sequences.
Slice SiamFC-SD. The performance scores for the 4
datasets obtained using slice dropouts with SiamFC are stated
in Table III. The observations are mostly similar to those of
segment dropouts. In particular, we observe that the perfor-
mance improvements obtained using slice dropouts are slightly
larger for most cases. This implies that the predefined dropout
regions specified in slice dropouts help better in identifying
the target. The explicit implementations for slice dropouts also
report reduced performance, and the reason is similar to that
of segment dropouts, as stated above.
A general observation across all datasets for the three
dropout strategies is that the conventional MC-dropout ap-
proach with an equivalent amount of computational budget
as exp-SiamFC-SD brings in no improvement in tracker per-
formance. From the observations stated above, we deduce
that structured dropouts could potentially help in improving
tracker’s performance. Based on this motivation, we further
explore their applicability with SiamRPN++, a state-of-the-
art siamese tracker. Also, since explicit sampling combined
with segment and slice dropouts degrade tracker performance,
we do not consider these implementations in the further
experiments of this paper.
SiamRPN++ with Structured Dropouts. We further
perform detailed analysis of structured dropouts with
SiamRPN++, and refer it as SiamRPN-SD. Experiments have
been performed on OTB2015, UAV123, VOT2018 and LaSOT
and details on the results are shown in Table IV and Figures
7 and 8. We also show some example frames for the three
dropouts in Figure 6 to present a qualitative analysis on
performance.
Channel SiamRPN-SD. The channel dropout implementa-
(a) Channel dropout
(b) Segment dropout
(c) Slice dropout
Fig. 6: Predictions obtained using SiamRPN-SD (red), base
SiamRPN++ (green) and ground-truth (blue) for frames sam-
pled from LaSOT dataset. For every dropout approach, the two
predictions from the left demonstrate improvement obtained
using SiamRPN-SD and the rightmost frames show cases
where structured dropouts fail.
Fig. 7: Performance plots of OPE on UAV123 obtained using
SiamRPN-SD.
Fig. 8: Performance plots of OPE on LaSOT obtained using
SiamRPN-SD.
OTB2015 UAV123 GOT-10k VOT2018
Approach Pr SR0.5 Pr SR0.5 AO SR0.5 SR0.75 EAO Acc
SiamFC 0.809 0.597 0.711 0.513 0.355 0.395 0.118 0.311 0.508
MC-Dropout 0.807 0.602 0.712 0.515 0.350 0.396 0.116 0.307 0.506
exp-SiamFC-SD 0.807 0.608 0.732 0.526 0.366 0.409 0.131 0.311 0.506
SiamFC-SD (Ours) 0.808 0.610 0.736 0.535 0.361 0.402 0.129 0.309 0.508
TABLE I: Performance values for SiamFC [2] method with and without channel dropouts.
OTB2015 UAV123 GOT-10k VOT2018
Approach Pr SR0.5 Pr SR0.5 AO SR0.5 SR0.75 EAO Acc
SiamFC 0.809 0.597 0.711 0.513 0.355 0.395 0.118 0.311 0.508
MC-Dropout 0.807 0.602 0.712 0.515 0.350 0.396 0.116 0.307 0.506
exp-SiamFC-SD 0.801 0.591 0.692 0.499 0.348 0.387 0.117 0.277 0.472
SiamFC-SD (Ours) 0.805 0.613 0.733 0.529 0.359 0.412 0.126 0.314 0.512
TABLE II: Performance values for SiamFC [2] method with and without segment dropouts.
OTB2015 UAV123 GOT-10k VOT2018
Approach Pr SR0.5 Pr SR0.5 AO SR0.5 SR0.75 EAO Acc
SiamFC 0.809 0.597 0.711 0.513 0.355 0.395 0.118 0.311 0.508
MC-Dropout 0.807 0.602 0.712 0.515 0.350 0.396 0.116 0.307 0.506
exp-SiamFC-SD 0.794 0.588 0.706 0.505 0.345 0.387 0.104 0.301 0.495
SiamFC-SD (Ours) 0.806 0.616 0.743 0.534 0.368 0.411 0.132 0.310 0.513
TABLE III: Performance values for SiamFC [2] method with and without slice dropouts.
OTB2015 VOT2018
Approach Pr Acc EAO Acc
SiamRPN++ 0.890 0.683 0.414 0.600
DiMP-50 [5] - 0.684 0.440 0.597
UPDT [33] - 0.702 0.378 0.536
ATOM [34] - 0.669 0.401 0.590
SiamRPN-MC 0.876 0.681 0.417 0.599
exp-SiamRPN-SD-channel 0.908 0.695 0.416 0.591
SiamRPN-SD-channel 0.912 0.702 0.421 0.601
SiamRPN-SD-segment 0.896 0.698 0.410 0.588
SiamRPN-SD-slice 0.914 0.701 0.418 0.598
TABLE IV: Performance values for SiamRPN++ [2] with
and without structured dropouts (SiamRPN-SD). The additions
‘MC’ and ‘exp-’ correspond to MC dropout and explicit SD
sampling, respectively.
tion improves performance on OTB2015 as well as VOT2018.
While the improvements on VOT2018 are small, absolute
improvements of approximately 2% are obtained on precision
as well as accuracy scores. Similar gains are also obtained on
UAV123, as can be seen from the precision and success plots
of OPE in Figure 7. We see that SiamRPN-SD with channel
dropouts performs consistently better than SiamRPN++ across
different values of overlap threshold as well as the location
error threshold. Similar observations are also made on LaSOT
dataset, as shown in Figure 8. While channel dropout helped
to improve the prediction in several frames, it degraded the
performance in a few others. Examples from LaSOT dataset
are shown in Figure 6a.
Segment SiamRPN-SD. With segment dropout, we observe
improvement in performance on OTB100, especially a 1.5%
improvement on precision score. However, the performance
seems to drop slightly on VOT2018 dataset. From Figure 7,
we observe that the performance values drop on UAV123
compared to the baseline tracker. On LaSOT dataset (Figure
8), improvements of 2% and 1% are obtained for the success
and precision scores, respectively. To summarize SiamRPN-
SD with segment dropouts does not consistently improve
performance on all datasets, and can have adverse affects as
well. Figure 6b shows example frames from LaSOT obtained
using segment dropouts, with the rightmost showing a failure
case.
Slice SiamRPN-SD. SiamRPN-SD with slice dropouts has
been found to improve tracker performance on all the 4
datasets. For OTB2015, these are 2.4% and 1.8 for success
and precision scores, respectively. Similar to channel dropouts,
negligible improvements are obtained on VOT0218 dataset.
On UAV123, the improvements are 1% and 2% on success
and precision scores. From Figure 8, it can be seen that slice
dropout delivers an increase of 3.5% on the precision score
for LaSOT dataset. Example predictions from LaSOT obtained
using slice droput are shown in Figure 6c.
Summarizing over the results for SiamRPN-SD, it can
be inferred that channel as well as slice dropouts can im-
prove tracker’s performance. The inconsistency with segment
dropout can be due to the limited number of samples for each
pass. Nevertheless, our structured dropouts perform better than
the equivalent MC-dropout implementations.
E. Discussion
Choice of Structured Dropout. Based the experiments
related to SiamFC-SD and SiamRPN-SD, we argue that both,
channel as well as slice dropouts can be used with siamese
trackers for improving tracker’s performance. Our segment
dropouts do not show expected improvements in some cases.
Since slice dropouts are a tailored non-stochastic version of
segment dropouts, we believe that larger number of dropout
samples could help in further improving the segment dropouts.
Among the channel and slice dropouts, there is no one
winner. As stated earlier, both are defined for different types of
occlusion, and for a large dataset such as LaSOT, where both
and many more challenges can occur, possibly a combination
of both might perform better. However, this aspect has not
been explored yet and will be a part of a future study. It is
also important that the outputs of dropouts are combined using
an additional encoding in the latent space, rather than explicit
sampling as in [12] and the baseline stated in this paper.
Effect on inference speed. Since structured dropouts are
meant to be applied in the latent space and to be combined
using the additional small encoding architecture, these are
accompanied by only very small reduction in inference speed,
thereby keeping them still within the acceptable regime. For
example, SiamFC-SD with channel dropouts and n = 20
operated at around 50 fps, while the base siamFC had the
speed of 75 fps. On the other hand, for the explicit sampling
based dropout as well as the MC-dropout implementation,
inference time grows linearly with the number of samples.
For the equivalent explicit implementation, the inference speed
dropped to around 12 fps.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present structured dropouts, semantically
designed dropout methodology to tackle the effect of occlusion
in object tracking. Unlike the common forms of dropout,
structured dropouts are intended to mimic occlusion in the
latent space. It can be interpreted as a methodological block
which can be added to any siamese tracker at a relatively small
increase in inference time, while improving the performance
of trackers for up to 3%. Through combining output from
multiple dropout passes using an additional encoding network,
the model can be trained end-to-end, and we demonstrate
that such a strategy can improve the robustness of the model
against occlusion. In fact, as occlusion can have unlimited
variations in their appearances as any object can occlude
another, we argue it is the only known feasible approach
to handling occlusion specifically. The performance improve-
ments on several tracking benchmarks presented in this study
demonstrate the applicability as well as the robustness of our
approach.
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